Zero 360 4.5kg Armoured Vehicle Zero ZONE Automatic Extinguisher System
Zero 360 represents over five years research and development, producing a major step forward in
vehicle on-board safety. This Lifeline Zero 360 system contains 4 . 5kg of gaseous extinguishant
activated by multiple Zero ZONE heat detectors and discharging through specially designed highperformance nozzles. Performing in a similar way to the now banned Halon (BCF) systems Zero 360
has been approved by the FIA for use in international motorsport and is already selected by the
majority of world championship winning teams.

Significantly smaller and lighter than many current alternatives Zero 360 offers far better packaging
within the confines of the modern fighting vehicle with improved fire suppression performance.
Zero 360 combines stored pressure with our compression discharge technology to discharge in any
orientation in a very effective and consistent spray pattern. Lifeline uses only the finest quality
components both in the unit and the installation kit supplied with each system.














Specially designed and selected for military and armoured vehicles
Lightweight and compact
4.5kg of gaseous extinguishant in standard unit
Zero ZONE heat detectors
High-performance nozzles
Clean 3M Novec 1230 liquid, Halon replacement, environmentally acceptable
Highest quality components, Defence Standards tested
Constant discharge in any cylinder orientation
Excellent fire knock down and fire out capabilities
Option for ballistic protection jacket
Two year service cycle
Based on our successful FIA Approved systems
Lifeline - the choice of world championship winning constructors

For more details contact:
Lifeline Fire and Safety Systems Ltd
Burnsall Road Coventry CV5 6BU
Telephone: +44(0)24 7671 2999
Fascimile: +44(0)24 7671 2998
E-mail: sales@lifeline-fire.co.uk

Specifications
Description:
Contents:
Discharge System:
Power Requirements:
Cylinder Construction:
Cylinder Size:
Weights:

Zero 360 4.5kg Automatic Zero ZONE Extinguisher System
3M Novec 1230 liquid, pressurised
Stored pressure (Nitrogen)
None.
Aluminium Alloy (DOT)
134mm dia x 440mm (excluding bracket & ballistic jacket)
Cylinder:
5.5kg (filled)
Zero ZONE Detector:
190g
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